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1) Key Dates
- CFP Opens for NANOG 62: June 17, 2014
- CFP Deadline #1: Presentation Abstracts Due: August 14, 2014
- CFP Deadline #2: Presentation Slides Due: August 18, 2014
- NANOG Highlights Page Posted: September 8, 2014
- CFP Topic List Posted: September 8, 2014
- Meeting Agenda Published: September 15, 2014
- Speaker Final presentations to PC Tool or speaker support: October 4, 2014
- Lightning Talk Submissions Open (Abstracts Only): October 5, 2014

2) PC Tool Issues
- Some issues are still reoccurring

3) NANOG 62 Talk Review
- Talk 1 – Placeholder
- Talk 2 – Accepted
- Talk 3 – DNS; Need clarification, is this a track or talk in a track. M. Sinatra will shepherd and follow up with author
- Talk 4 – Accepted
- Talk 5 – Not sure if track or a general session talk, G. Dendy will shepherd
- Talks 6 – No deck, G. Dendy asked him to submit, M. Sinatra will shepherd is M. Karir can not
- Talks 7 – Needs work, T, Kapela will shepherd
- Talk 8 – Outline but no deck, T. Tauber will shepherd
- Talk 9 – Accepted
- Talk 10 – Needs to be fine tuned, S. Schechter will shepherd
- Talk 11 – R. Neals will shepherd and will request deck.
- Talk 12 – Needs more reviewers talk needs some work, P. Ebersman will shepherd
- Talk 13 – Will check to see if P. Ebersman can shepherd
• Talk 18 – Liked presentation but need more reviews
• Talk 20 – Could be in the research track, C. Grundemann will shepherd
• Talk 21 - Accepted
• Talk 22 – Will send further feedback to submitter, could be more of a tutorial than a general session presentation
• Talk 23 – Will assign a committee member at a later time to follow up
• Talk 25 – P. Couture will shepherd
• Talk 26 – Panel, R. Neals will report back after a meeting about this topic
• Talk 32 – Needs more technical info, more lessons learned and case studies
• Talk 33 – Considering doing back to back 90 minute sessions
• Talk 35 – Very sales like, committee member will follow up
• There was discussion on other possible talks and the continued recruitment of other talks by committee members

Next PC Meeting – August 27, 2014